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Tell the truth and don't be afraid"

Gay students voice their concerns
By JOHN FERAK
Staff writer

Members of the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
and Allies Union, said the cotnmunity of
Charleston is not as conservative as it has
been made out to be, buf they stressed
ignorance and bigotry still exist on campus.
Group members who talked with The
Daily Eastern News requested their real
names not be printed.
"I really haven't had any problems with
i(ieople in Charleston," said "Jason." "I'm
rrom a small town and comparing it to
tharleston, I'd say that Charleston is very
liberal."
·
Jason said he has noticed that his teachu~. more so than students, have been
receptive to the plights of gay individuals.

"My professors seem to have a lot of
knowledge about the subject (homosexuality)," "Jason" said. "The teachers here seem
to be very understanding and educated in
that subject while making a conscious
effort to help the (gay) students out."
"Sally" is a former graduate student who
lives within the community. She said most
people in Charleston seem to accept her
lifestyle.
"People in this area act very supportive
of my. lifestyle," "Sally" said. "The people
in Charleston are more educated than others from smaller towns nearby. That's
probably the reason why so many people
don't accept homosexuality, it's because
they don't have enough education."
Another Eastern student, "Zack," agreed
with the statement that Charleston appears

to be more open-minded than other com- towards gay people and we just want to
break away from the discrimination."
munities.
"I attended Milikin University in
"Paul," another member of the group,
Decatur last year," "Zack" said. "Decatur said the letter in Wednesday's paper shows,
was a very close-minded city. Charleston is precisely why Eastern is in dire need for a
a little more liberal than other towns, but gay student union.
''That letter just tells me that we do need
has its prejudices too."
Members of the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual a student union," Paul said. "It was full of
and Allies Union were "extremely dis- homophobia and hatred. We need this orgaturbed but not surprised" by Tuesday's let- nization to educate people like them."
ter to the editor, published in The News, in .. "Eastern is the only state university in
which the writers condemned homosexuali- Illinois that I know of which doesn't have a
gay student union. Therefore, it is beyond
ty.
'
"The letter was totally taken out. of con- necessary and would be a gigantic, protext," "Jason" said. "The part saying gay gressive step forward if we would become
people are child molesters is not true at all. recognized officially," he said.
"Paul" wanted to clear up the controversy
It just shows the ignorance some students
still have (concerning homosexuality).
Society, is sometimes discriminatory
• Continued on page 2

County candidates point to experience HIV trial
postponed;
new witness
will testify
By KAREN MEDINA

Staff writer

Coles County residents were given the opportunity to quesJion and meet candidates seeking county offices Wednesday
llight at a political forum and informal reception at St. Charles
:Borromeo Catholic Church.
Sponsored by the Coles County League of Women Voters
tnd the Charleston CI:iapter of Zonta, an international business
and professional women's service organization, the forum
drew about 75 people.
The following candidates attended: Republican Vicki Hite
lmd Democrat Mick Highland, both candidates for Coles
founty circuit clerk; Republican Mark Novak and Democrat
Steve Ferguson, ~oth cand~dates for Coles County State's
ltttorney.
Coles County coroner candidate$ Republican John R..
fchilling and Democrat Michael C: Nichols.
When asked about what sets them apart from their oppofents, most candidates pointed to their career backgrounds and

By CHRIS SUNDHEIM .
City editor

~erience.

Hite stressed her qualificaiions from service since March as
lleputy Circuit clerk and her six years as an administrative
lssistant to an appellate court judge.
Highland cited his 20 years of experience in private business an.d finance as needed experience for the circuit clerk
east.
Both coroner candidates mentioned their medical and foren1lic backgrounds as decision-making factors for voters in the
fall election.
There were also 12 district county board seats representing
six districts: Wayne Simmons and Ja(:queline ·Bacon, Marge
fenoop, Eli Sidwell, Patsy Black, Donald F. Tingeley and Mark
Hutti.
League member Gail Mason, an Eastern speech communications professor,. served as moderator and presented prepared
lluestions to the participating candidates.
·
The'audience also got a chance to submit question to candidates. Among other inquiries, audience members asked what
made the candidates decide to run for office and why the posts
they seek are important to county government.
Some of the qQestions that were asked included changes that
could be made in the office of Coles County Circuit Clerk, an
amendment to the Crime Victim Rights Act and the questioning of a coroner's duties especially approaching grieving families.
Another issue that was a· hot topic among candidates was
the issue of expanding the Coles County Jail.
Candidates for -the Coles County board debated the jail
guestion and Tingley and Knoop agreed they wouldn't vote to
~xpand the facility.
Knoop added that she would like to see the money spent on
rehabilitation instead of incarceration.

SARAH ANTONIO/Staff photographer

Vicke Hite, candidate for Coles County Circuit Clerk, answers
questions at a county forum Wednesday night at St. Charles
Borromeo Catholic Church.
Eli Sidwell told the audience he is in favor of expanding the
jail because of lack of space separating minors from adults and
female inmates from male prisoners.Charleston Zonta Club member Janet Messenger said she
felt the forum gave a chance for residents to meet and question
the candidates.
"I think it's going very well and I think we had a fairly good
turnout and it was a good opportunity for people to hear the
county board candidates," Messenger said.

The attorney defending a Charleston
man charged with criminal sexual assault
has postponed his client's hearing to present an expert wititess.
Timothy Lunsford, 24, who had been
charged with criminal transmission of the
HIV virus, was to appear in court
Wednesday on remaining charges of criminal sexual assault st.erilming from ·a July 14
incident where he allegedly raped a
Mattoon woman at her apartment.
Wednesday's hearing was cancelled to
allow more time to schedule a Charleston
psychologist to ~stify on Lusfords' behalf.
Coles County Judge Ashton Waller ruled
last week that Illinois' law regarding criminal transmission of the virus that causes
AIDS is unconstitutional because it is too
vague.
Lunsford's attorney, Greg Bonelli of
Mattoon, contended the law didn't specifywhich acts violate the law.
With regard to the criminal sexual
assault charges, Bonelli argued police illegally obtained a statement from Lunsford
that should not be considered in the prosecution.
Bonelli added that during the time of the
attack, Lunsford was under the influence
of heavy medication and· could not fully
comprehend the drcumstances surrounding his actions.
He plans to ask Jerry Boyd, a Charleston
clinical psychologist, as an expert witness,
to prove the statement was illegally
obtained. As a public defender, Bonelli
must first receive the court's ~rmission to
hire Boyd.
Assistant State's Attorney Mark Novak,
who is prosecuting the case, has said he
plans to appeal Waller's decision on the
criminal mv transmission charges.
The U.S. Supreme Court is set to hear a
similar case next month. A St. Clair
County public defender also succeeded in
having the law declared unconstitutional.
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Interest in social problems
Trailmobile
leads Becker to Nobel Prize
employee
(AP) - Economics said other economists were suspicontracts TB andCIIlCAGO
sociology professor Gary S. cious of Becker's work because he
CHARLESTON (AP) Coles County health officials
are offering free tests to employees at a Trailmobile factory
after a co-worker was diagnosed with tuberculosis.
"We are highly concerned
about the health and welfare of
our employees and will cooperate completely," said Mike
-williamson, a Trailmobile manager. The employee was diagnosed last Friday, he said.
Coles County normally has
three or four cases a year,
which is about average for a
county of 51,644, said Robbie
Butler of the county tuberculosis treatment board.
"We are discussing the symptoms of the disease with
employees and are giving free
TB tests," she said.
Tuberculosis can be fatal.
Trailmobile, which has about
1,100 employees, makes flatbed
and refrigerated trailers.

applied the discipline to unconventional subjects.
"He has redefined the boundaries of economics to include problems in economics that had gone
out of style," Rosen said
Becker said he aimed to solve
social problems when l;le began
teaching economics 30 years ago.
His theory that human behavior
follows the same rational princiyears.
ples, whether it involves a houseBecker's theories that every hold, a business or an organization,
aspect of human behavior can be has influenced sociology, demograanalyzed from a business point of phy and criminology.
He suggests people choose their
view were met with skepticism and
distrust when he first advanced level of education depending on its
them in the 1950s, and they re- economic consequences· and that
criminals weigh the probability of
mained controversial.
"I have enjoyed being unpopular getting caught more than the type
at times," he said at a news confer- of punishment
Becker advocates marital conence on the university campus.
Winning a Nobel Prize left him tracts that would spell out child
"happy, surprised, still in a bit of a custody and property division in
shock," he said. "I didn't think it the· event of divorce. The divorce
was going to happen this year."
rate might be lowered if men and
Sherwin Rosen .. chairman of the woµien treated matrimony as
university economics department,_ along-term agreement, he said.

Beckersays he has "enjoyed being
unpopular" for the theories on
crime, divorce, discrimination and
other social problems that on
Tuesday won him the Nobel Prize
in economics.
"It's good to go against the
grain," said the 61-year-old professor, the 15th person connected to
the University of Chicago to win
the Nobel economics prize in 22

FROM PAGE ONE
Gay student
• Continued from page 1
that has stemmed from last Friday's chalking that
occurred throughout the university.
"I was involved in the chalking," "Paul" said.
"However, the people that wrote (the offense messages towards heterosexuals) were not students from
Eastern. They went off on their own, and we had no
idea until the next day that those negative messages
were chalked. They did not have any permission to
~rite what they did," he added.
"Paul" said he has been happy with the initial
response from Student Government members.
'Tm very proud of the way the senate has handled the issue so far," "Paul" said. "They haven't
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said anything negative in any way."
"Judy" added there are many myths and ideas running rampant ab!)ut gay people that simply are not
true.
"People generally are scared," "Judy" said. "We
are not out in any way to convert people to our
choosing. If someone is gay, we encourage them to
join our union but everyone in the world is different."
A hot topic of conversation that has stirred up
controversy lately is the talk of student protest
against the formation of a recognized organization.
"I would ask if the protesters are doing it out of
ignorance or if they're looking at both sides of the
issue," "Zach" · said. "A mature individual would
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Senate discusses
holiday library hours
By NICHOLL A. MCGUIRE
Staff Writer

Student Government received a
response to a resolution, which was
passed two weeks ago, requesting
extended library hours on holidays
and weekends at its meeting Wednesday night.
Student Body President Brian
Riordan read a letter from the Dean
of Library Services, Allen Lanham,
that stated it is fiscally impossible
for the library to implement the
request made by senate.
The senate also discussed a
change in Eastern 's current grading
scale to include pluses and minuses
in students' final grades.
Senate members felt an advantage to this type of a system would
be to raise a student's GPA by twotenths of a point for each plus.
However, members also recognized

the system could work to a student's disadvantage as well, by
lowering a GPA by two-tenths 'of ~
point for every minus received.
Senate decided to postpone any
legislation on the subject until student opinion could be evaluated.
Riordan suggested putting the proposal as a referendum for students
to vote on in the next Student Government elections.
The Senate also approved the
appointment of student members to
the parking ticket appeals board.
Preparations for today's meeting at
the municipal building were also
discussed concerning the stop sign
issue.
Senate looked over two out of
three Recognized Student Organization applications. One application reviewed, but not approved,
was the men's soccer club because
it was restricted to men.

New dump site needed
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Gov. Jim
Edgar said Wednesday he is reluctant to force a radioactive waste
dump on another community after
an independent panel rejected the
only site that had agreed to accept
it.
"I have a little hard time kind of
shoving that down somebody 's
throat," Edgar said at a news briefing marking his return to the
Statehouse after a hospital stay last
week to clear a blocked heart artery.
"I definitely think you've got to
have some public input," Edgar
said. "You can't ignore the wishes
; ,. ,.. _;;<~ ~~ .·
..
of the people whose lives ... are def; · ~ ~ .:~ ••• ~-· • • , ~ARAH ANTONIO/ Staff Photographer - initely going to be impacted by this
·
decision." The town of Martinsville
' ~
had agreed to serve as the site for a
nne Koch, a senior Graphic Design major.finishes a painting of H. E. Tuht Greenhouse, Wednesday for
1,400-acre dump that would handle
Watercolor Class.
radioactive waste from power
plants, hospitals, research centers
and universities in Illinois and
Kentucky.
University Union Grand Ballroom. Pryor, will be playing under the
But an independent commission
"A variety of jazz music will be direction of Henry Butler. Pryor headed by former state Supreme
performed including several com- has won several national awards Court Justice Seymour Simon
stem will be hosting a festi- positions and arrangements writ- including the 1991 Down Beat rejected the northeastern Illinois
of music featuring the sounds ten by students," said Sam Fagaly, Magazine Award, Fagaly said.
contemporary, new age, big coordinator of the combo concerts.
The University Board Perforand piano jazz at 7:30 p.m.
The jazz combo concert is the ming Arts Committee will also
J. Sain was incorrectly identiay in the Doudna Fine Arts first in the series of two. Michael host pianist George Maurer.
fied as a professor of Theater Arts
ter.
Levinsky and Henry Butler, both
"Maurer is a contemporary jazz in Monday's edition of The Daily
s an added attraction, pianist of the Music department, will be pianfst from Minnesota," said
Eastern News.
e Maurer will be performing conducting the two groups.
Jennifer Channell, performing arts
Sain is a faculty assistant chare Martin Luther King, Jr.
Student jazz award winner, Jim director.
ged with the duty of clerical and

azz combo begins festival

site Friday. The defeat came after a
daylong hearing marked by concerns about the project's integrity.
The committee found Martinsville
unsuited after weighing scientific
evidence.
The state has spent $85 million
over five years trying to find the
best site.
The commission was created by
the legislature to decide whether the
site met technical requirements, ·
was safe and had the support of
local officials.
Federal law requires each state to
build its own dump or reach an
agreement with another state.
. "Unfortunately there were a lot
of mistakes made," Edgar said. "I
think we need to take a look at that
whole process."
But the governor hedged when
asked if that could mean changing
the requirement that a community
must agree to accept the dump.
"It perhaps might come to that. I
hope not," he said.
The change would require legislative approval.

Corrections

business responsibilities and not a
member of the teaching facutly.
Also, David Milberg is the
director of student activities.
The News regrets the error.
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Bar battleground
growing problem
in Charleston

Countdown to showdown-'9

The Oty of Charleston sent mixed messages
to Eastern' s student body Wednesday.
While Police Chief Herb Steidinger was saying bar-going college students are becoming a
burden to the police force, Mayor and Liquor
Commissioner Wayne Lanman let four bars
Republican President George
Nov. 3 will be decision-day
convicted for liquor code violations off with a
America.
slap on the wrist - fining them $1,000 and not Bush and Vice President Dan
The American people
allowing the establishments to keep their liquor Quayle's leadership means jobs,
opportunities and stronger, more Matthew
Jason
choose between the Dern
licenses.
prosperous families secure in their Glordano
Swingler
ticket of Gov. Bill Clinton and
Two alcohol-related incidents over the past communities and in the world.
Al Gore - offering new and
three weeks involving students and the
Our president believes the
Ing policies that create m
Charleston police have proved that something strength in our economy comes from the people, not opportunity - or the old worn-out, trickle-down
needs to be done concern- from our government, from the creativity of _the individ- of Republican President George Bush and Vice Pr
ual, not from bureaucratically directed "industrial poli- Dan Quayle -which favor the rich and powerful.
i~g the a_mount of drunken des." George Bush believes in a government that sees
The policies of Ronald Regan, Bush and Quayle
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ disorder m Charleston.
the economic empowerment.of individual Americ;aps ~· .tl'J~ l~t lf. y~ have,,prpught p-ti~ nation tq the b
Both the city and the the key to QUr contlny.~ prosP.E:r:i%. .,_ ·,~I. I: ,· -' v"•·" •J:'•.~ ~noml~- ~#YSI~ <Nld ~Ila~. After four years of
university need to take action and examine
The Bush/Quayle economic policy's cut wasteful gov- sfowest economic growth smce the great depr
how they can curb a growing problem that may ernment spending and provides solid, long-term growth George Bush is still in denial.
Let's look at the facts. Since 1980, Illinois alone
through incentives which encourage investment and job
soon reach a new level of crisis.
creation. Bush/Quayle policies say the best way to spur lost more than 300,000 high-wage manufacturing
A certain amount of irresponsible drinking
economic growth and create new jobs Is to keep lnfla- Due to the Bush/Quayle policies, the United States
may be a given on any college campus, but for tlon and interest rates low and control federal spending.
gone from the greatest seller, lender and creditor
intoxicated students to threaten and even
George Bush and Dan Quayle believe that education is to the world's largest buyer, borrowe~ and debto~
attempt to harm police officers is beyond the our most powerful economic program, our most imporNew York Gov. Marlo Cuomo pomted out, We
tant trade program and our most effective anti-poverty from Japan and Germany and other. nations the thi
acceptable realm of behavior.
While Charleston police can't be blamed for program. Their six national goals (by the year 2000) are used t~ make and sell to t!:1em... ~Ing them our
using rorce in the weekend incident at Mother's that e1ery child will start school ready to learn, the high for their ~ and dothes. Som~thmg Is funqam
school graduation rate will be over 90 percent and stu- wrong with our economy. Our high-wage l~dustrial
Bar, that is definitely not the answer needed.
dents will be competent In English math science histo- have been replaced by low-wage, dead-end JObs.
Student Government should take the on- ry and geography.
'
'
'
The evidence is overwhelming, yet Bush contin
campus lead .in searching for a solution. A comEvery school In America will ensure that students are ho~, wis~ and pray the ~enca,n people will be
mittee should look into the problems of college prepared for responsible citizenship, further learning and agam by his old 1?88 song,. Don t.Worry, ~ H~py.
.Sorry, Mr. President, but 1t wont w<;>rk this time.
drinking, examining the usefulness of a 19- productive employment and U.S. students will be first In
the world in science and math. Every adult will be literate Omton and AI Gore have. a plan .t<;> revitalize not just
year-old bar entry age, the amount of local non- and able to compete in the global economy and schools economy' but ~e Amencan spmt which yearns
alcoholic activities and the money spent on will be free of drugs and violence.
awakened from its 12-year slumber.
.
.
handling alcohol-related crimes.
Bush and Quayle launched the America 2000 grassWe need ~o learn how to ~allenge, msp1r~ and
While vowing to continue the "covert opera- roots education strategy to meet national goals. Already, om~ another instead of continuing to use, manipulate
one another.
tions" that snagged Panther's, Thirsty's, Roe's more than 1•400. commumTies ·m 44 s.tates have .em- divide
Bill Clinton and Al Gore have a plan to inv
and jerry's Pub, Lanman's weak punishment bra~ the Amenca 200 strategy advocating educational America; something that should have been done
Th
t t
ak h Ith
rl ht b I
showed no backing of Steidinger and his com- choice so parents - not government - can choose the
best
pu~lic,
priv~te
or
religious
schools
for
their
children
~~~e
~:n
~eri~~
wh~~
h!ith
fns~
3
plaints. The city should be willing to hand out
1 ~ what they learn.
and
be
mvo~ed
.
.
.
They
want
to
invest
in
infrastructure
not
only
to r
stiffer punishments to bars, especially like the
The pre~1dent1al he~lt~ care plan. will make qu~l~ty bridges and roads- but providing people with jobs.
repeat offenders sent before Lanman Tuesday.
care access1bl.e by prov1dmg·tax credits ~r poor families
Bill Clinton and Al Gore will provide real family y,
Public drunkenness is a crime, and on any to buy a ~1~ health ~re pa~kage. Wtthm five yea~, by signing the family leave bill into law and by fully
day studen.ts can be seen staggering home nearly 30 ~1lhon ~en~s will benefit from ~ credits ing head start. Under a Ointon/Gore administration,
from miles away. Permanent re~idents of and deductions. It will hm1t out of control medical mat- government will respect a woman's choice on the
Charleston understandably have the consistent practice suits that drive up costs and drive out needed private issue of abortion.
doctors. Most importantly, it will give consumers - not
Clinton and Gore want to create a National Se
complaint about the noise, rudeness and care- . government - the right to choose which doctors they Trust Fund which would allow young people to go to
lessness of intoxicated Eastern students.
will and what care they will receive.
lege by funding their education and then repay
The police need to crackdown and examine
George Bush proposed and successfully fought for the by contributing their skills to their local community.
They also have the foresight to know that we
the possibility of placing some officers on a foot first major rewrite of the Oean Air Act in 13 years. This
beat near campus and the alcoholic mecca the landmark legislation will cut acid rain in half, reduce scientists to invest their energies, not in building
urban smog and cut toxic pollution by 90 percent. He weapons of mass destruction, but in developing d
square becomes every weekend.

Bush/Quayle
provide solid
leadership

Clinton/Gor
represent re
U.S. recove

[dl•ton•al

i

Violence is necessary; it is
as American as cherry pie.
Rap (Hubert Gerold) Brown

believes that the polluter must pay for the damage they
do to our environment.
One other very important issue ls trust. Gov. Ointon
cannot tell the truth about being a draft dodger, he was
not straight about using drugs, he panders the issue, he
has changed his views on abortion and war In order to
(in his own words) "protect my political viability."
As Dan Quayle put it in Tuesday's debate, "Do you
trust Bill Clinton to be our next president?"

energy sources to help save the environment.
In order to fund these programs, they will ask the
and powerful to once again pay their fair share.
The supply-side economic policies of the last 12
have hurt many, but as Gore asserted at the Dern
Convention, "You can't kill hope that easily. N
America. Not here, where a cynic is just a disap
idealist in disguise; a dreamer yearning to dream ag
Don't be left behind, invest in the future and
Ointon/Gore on Nov. 3,

- Matthew Giordano is a member of College
Republicans and a guest columnis~ (i:>r 'Ipe, p~~y ~~~rn , • ._ , ;:-- f.':15'?1} ,S,vi.;i,nsl~r is a;mem~c g( Y,nivTfSity Dem
....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,__N....,e...ws
......._ _ _~.......-----·--·;,._ .._·.........:..=~~-<trld~~<l!(eo1Dl)!rfi~t~r~~ p_~1~ ~t~r~~<:~·-
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AA continues Major Review
The course proposalin geology

The Council on Academic-Af.. s will continue its Review of
Major, concentrating on the
~or in botany, at its 2 p.m.
rsday meeting in the Arscola room in the Martin
er King Jr. University Union.
Bill Weidler, acting chalr of the
y department, will answer
e questions according to
's review fonnat of the major,
· CAA chair Kathlene Shank.
a<:cording to the CAA frameof reviewing a major, objecof the department should be
ified, and a system should be
loped for how well the departt is achieving those objectives.
The council will also vote on
:revision of course proposals
.Political Science 3363 and
logy 4465. The original name
folitical Science 3363 is
vernment and Politics of
a and Asia" The political scie department is asking for a
e change of the cour-se to
ernment and Politics in Asia

CM will also vote on an amenwill add two sentences to the . dment to change requiremertts for
course description. As stated in the transfer students. The catalog curcourse proposal, ''This course is ~i:ently states applicants must subcomplementary to nearly all of the mit official transcripts from all
department's geology courses. institutions previously attended.
This requirement must be met in With the approved amendment, the
the Eastern Illinois University catalog would then add that offi- .
Geology Field Station in the Black cial high school transcripts must
Hills of South Dakota."
also be submitted.
"All course changes must be
Shank said by making a change
done by Oct 29 for the 1993-94 in the requirement, the university
catalog," Shank said.
will be able to check the foreign
Also at Thursday's meeting, the language requirement and be able
council will discuss the universi- to find out the students ACT
tv 's mission and _goals relative to scores, which appears on the high
the Illinois Board of Higher Ed- school transcript.
ucation draft and a resolution supThe council will also discuss the
porting change in the last sentence. evaluation of CAA's Review of the
The draft states, ''To retain and Major.
strengthen its unique character,
At last week's council meetEastern Illinois University's mis- ing, the main topic of discussion
sion should not be extended to was the suspension of the Review
providiQg more comprehensive of the Major.
graduate edµcation, research or
Jeff Boshart, assistant professor
public service programs.
of art, had made an amendment to
''The council wants to get away his proposal to suspend the
from the negative statement," Review of the Major in which a
Shank said. "None of the other subcommittee of CAA will be
(IBHE) mission gpals end in a formed to examine written subnegative. We (CAA) want to end committee reports for cons_istency
Eastern 's mission description with -and change as needed.
a positive statement.''

BELL'S FLOWER CORNER
.

DOZEN RED ROSES
$14.95 WRAPPED
$ 19.95 VASED

~•

DOZEN SWEETHEART ROSES

$12.95 VASED
Sweetest Day • • Sat. Oct. 17th
1335 MONK.OE
345-3919

tockdale takes backseat at debate
IILANTA (AP) - It was the night of the hard sell, himself.
Quayle and Al Gore pitching their tickets with
When he wasn't talking trust he was talking taxes.
h lines and wisecracks in afeisty vice presidential And wheri begot the last word, he said Gore hadn't
te without a clear victor.
rebutted him. "Do you really believe that Bill Clinton
hes B. Stockdale w~ the odd man out. In the will tell the truth?" he asked at the end. "And do you
rstudy interlude between presidential debates, the trust Bill Clinton to be your president?"
mg mates were more caustic and confrontational
Gore bore down just as hard on the issue the
the men at the top of their tickets.
Democrats want center stage, the economy, needling
lresident Bush, Bill Clinton and independent Ross Quayle along the way.
r meet Thursday night in their second debate, next
Stockdale was literally the man in the middle, at the
thy in the finale.
lectern between the major nartv n~s,'and said he
The vice presidenti~ no~ ~~m~tea ·=-·~1t1bc.e ifi o~fat~ i5ti\~~~ ~e::-1"•~"1\'\1(){;• ;1• . .
ontradicted ·in the fir8t wide-open; nead-:Oo. <;l~
:a~ fun:lbl~ ":'.it!lN~ p,e!l•.mi~'be~,{9p.e:gue.S- ..
televised presidential campaign debating began, tioo: introduCed' hiIDSelf
acted 'tike
at the Republicans had opposed.
it. "I'm not a politician, everybody knows that," he
yle took advantage of the open forum - ques- said.
s from amoderator and time for head-on argument
When the 90-minute debate wa~ over, the
to focus on trust as an issue, picking up a Bush Republicans said Quayle had accomplished his debate
e in sharper words than the president employs mission and the Democrats said Gore had won.

as an amateur and

rt1
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The men of

~Delta

Sigma Phi
to

would like announce
their 1992 Fall Pledge Class
Marty Anderson Kevin Axtell
Phil Dyer
Joe Bergen
Tony Herman
Chad Franks
Stuart Kaeding
Steve Jasinski
Bill Klemm
John Klemm
Ede Larson
Jose Ortiz
Jon Romano
·Kris Wulff
Doug Wolf

4lfTCHERS

35~

Little Kings

what you're looklng for
NEWS classlfled ads.
Call 581-2812

EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
PHYStCAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
Sign up now for second half semester Physical Education classes. The following classes will still have openings:
COURSE
CALL
NUMBER
DESCRIPTION
NQ.
PED
Nordtvedt
LB/RR
14:00 - 15:40
M/W
Rifle/Pistol
5686
1640.80 ($)
McBride
MG/SG
5744
M/W
8:00- 9:40
Volleyball
1770.80
McBride
MG/SG
M/W
10:00-11:40
5745
Volleyball
81
Ralston
MG/SG
T/R
10:00 - 11 :40
5746
Volleyball
82
Sanders
5753
·
8:009:40
TIA
LB/RC
1830.80
Racquetball
KWeber
M/W
LB/FH
1870.81
Tennis
5777
10:00 - 11 :40
Klenn
LB/FH
T/R
83
Tennis
5779
8:00 - 9:40
T/R
LB/FH
Opp
84
Tennis
5780
10:00 - 11 :40
Klenn
84
Tennis
5781
13:00 - 14:40 T/R . LB/FH
Rice
LB/SB
M/W
1920.80
Ballroom
5788
11 :00 - 12:40
McFarland
MG/OS
M/W
1940.80
Jazz Dance
5800
14:00 - 15:40
BB/Gym
Nordtvedt
Tap Dance
5802
. 15:00 - 16:40 T/R
1950.80
Ralston
MG/SG
M/W
3770.80 (*)
· Volleyball Cchg
5949
12:00 - 1-3:40
{*) Prerequisites - prior volleyball experience or permission of instructor.
($) Fee Charges
You may register for these classes by Touchtone until the first day of class.
Monday/Wednesday classes begin October 19, 1992
Tuesdayfrhursday classes begin October 20, 1992.
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RHA will di·scus·s·

United Way goal

Sy NICOLE NIEMAN
and REBECCA EADES

By JENNIFER KROGH
Staff writer -

Staff yvriters
Eastern will be catering to the
film fanatic's video taste buds
Thursday at the Tarble Arts
Center.
Tarble is hosting Columbia
College's 17th annual Festival of
Illinois Film and Video Artists
screening from 7 to 9 p.m. in the
lecture hall of Booth Libnuy.
"This is the only downstate
screening of this festival, the
Spring Festival, which was
shown in Chicago," said Donna
Meeks, curator of education. "It
is an bonor to bold the festival
here."
Film buffs will have the
opportllnity to view two awardwinning narratives: Tom Radtlce's "Greasy Lake," which portrays a mistaken identity incident
and Fred Marx's "Hiding Out for
Heaven," a tale of a teacher
grading a short story of an amateur writer, who contributes bis
comments and corrections.
Viewers can also enjoy documentaries with a focus on womens • struggles; "Jungleland:
Women in Viet Nam," a senior
project completed by Kelly
Coffey.
"Women in Viet Nam" depicts
the sbUggles women faced during and after the war. Yvonne
Welbon 's piece, "Monique," is
- an autobiography that uses storytelling to explore the adult's
memory of her childhood.
"I am familiar with film and
video art somewhat, and I think·
it'll challenge the concept of
movies," Meeks said
"I think that if students choose
to attend this free fihn presentation, they'il find out the content
and the works are very challenging. "These are not Hollywood films. they are independent films made by artist~- in
Illinois."
Meeks is expecting a positive
tmnout for Thursday's festival of
fihns.
J
"I think there will be a big
turnout. I tell my students bring a
. date, it could be fUn," Meeks
I said.
I Admittance is free of charge
I and open to students and the
I Charleston community.

I

I

The Residence Hall Association
will discuss the progress it bas
made in raising money for the
United Way at its 5 p.m. meeting
Thursday in Thomas Hall.
RHA President Rieb Ruscitti
said. "So far we are promoting the
United Way in full-force."
.
The organization has already met
its original goal of $300 through
hall donations and fund raising
activities. The halls and organizations that have contributed money
are Cannan, Taylor and Stevenson
Halls as well as the National Residence Hall Honorary.
Although only three residence
halls have made contributions,
Ruscitti said be has no doubt RHA
will receive donations from the rest
of the hall councils.
"So far this semester I have been
pleasantly smprised by the motivation _and energy level of our members, visitors and executive boanl,"
Ruscitti said "I am amaz.ed that we
bad the motivation to raise $300 in

one week for United Way."
In other business, a final report
will be given on the success of
RHA homecoming activities.
Ruscitti said RHA members
walked in the parade and cheered
on the football team to show their
school spirit
''OH:hairs Liane Brown and Bill
Blanck did an outstanding job
working on homecoming and they
allowed RHA and BACCHUS to
be represented well," Ruscitti said.
Also at the meeting, members
will bear an update from RHA's
haunted house committee. The
haunted house wilJ take place from
8 p.m. to midnight Oct 27 and 28
in Thomas Hall.
.
RHA will also sponsor a "Cream
the Housing Staff" program, following the RHA meeting on OcL
22 in the Stevenson Lobby. People
will get a chance to "cream," widl
cream pies, residence hall counselors or members of the NRHH.
All proceeds from the event will
be donated to the Ricbani G. Enoch
Scholarship and the Sean R. McKinney Memorial Scholarship.

Tombstones to cover
Library Quad Monday
By MICHELLE HOKE

Some of the alternative activities sc~eduled during Alcohol
Awareness Week include 50 cent
bowling, with free shoe rental
from 6 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union.

Staff writer
On Monday, 72 tombstones
adorned with Eastern student's
names will b-e placed on the
Library Quad to represent the
number of .alcoboi-related deaths
reported each day.
BACCHUS ·is sponsoring this
awareness program to increage
the consciousness of students
concerning drinking, said Stephanie Tribby, an executive board
member for BACCHUS. Monday's event will kick off National
Collegiate Awareness Week.
"The names of the students
will be randomly chosen by
members of BACCHUS," Tribby said. The names will be chosen from Eastern 's student name
files, she said.
"The program is to raise awareness of the student body
about drinking and its alternatives," Tribby said.

1

CoACH
EDDY S
Panther Sport Sboppe
Daily 9-8 Sun 12-5
1414 SIX1H STRUT IN OLDE TOWNE SQUARE
~

BLOC.I\ l10fl111

or OU> MAfl'I

THI.S IS IT!
SIDEWALK SALE·
'DllJRSDAY • FKIDAY • SA'RJRDAY •· surtDAY

DRASTIC INVENTORY
REDUCTION! I

PRO·TEAM CLODllNG

NFL
NLB
NHL
NBA

1/3 4\ -HATS
off " ' ii/I WOWJ
SIZED & ADJUSTABL

.

''lfttoitltttS,iS t !l!,1-~~-~~ !!!!..'e.,'

Jl!O~i,~s_w_ill J;>e_~po_~J} _\n.Jb~,

Unjop., '.fril;)by. "Said... and 'Ilct~t"
Friday, the Lighthouse will sponsor a dance from 9 p.m. until 1
a.m.
Tetry Tumbarello. assistant to
coordinator of the Office of
Orientation/Aids, Alcohol and
Drug Information said, "We
would like students to be aware
of the dangers, risks and responsibilities involving drinking."
Over 600 campuses and universities participate in Alcohol
Awareness Week, Tumbarello
said. Eastern has been an awardwinning campus in the past, be
added.
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Earthquake'
claims 400
Egyptians

.

FRIDAY, OCT. 16

OPEN~

LAUGHING HYENAS

CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - Egypt's
quake death toll climbed past
Tuesday, and officials broadst appeals for calm among
yptians terrified of another
blor.
Many prepared for a second
· ht under the stars.
Authorities blamed ·the high
th toll partly on panic stames but mainly on the many
Bk. old or poorly constructed
· dings in the Cairo area.
A security official told Cairo
levision the search for surors was called off Tuesday at
the scores of collapsed builds in the capital area except for
e: a 14-story apartmemt corn.;.
~ io the :affluc.ot ·,suburb
iopolis. ·· · ·
ozens· of people were
'eved to be buried in the rub' and relief workers were using
ir bare hands to sift through
t .a nd stones and drills to· cut
ugh steel construction rods.
Many workers said they had lithope of finding anyone alive.
Police Maj. Gen. Nadir Noman,
tor of civil defense, said 11
ies were pulled from the
bris by early afternoon. As
y as 15 people were found
ve in the debris shortly after the
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SATURDAY, OCT. 17
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MOTHERLODE &..
KAREN HELLYER

$3

DOORS OPEN-8:30
SHOWTIME·9:00

FRIENDS &. CO./DUNGE.ON • Van Buren • Charleston
front Bar: 345-2380 Dungeon Hotllne: 345-2J78

LONGNECKS • 75~
70 oz PITCHERS - $1.75
.
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Eye level

e.

lWitnesses repm.:ted two people
'ed Tuesday as three quakeened structures collapsed i{l_
poor Sayeda Zeinab neighborLife was generally back to nor1elsewhere - except for the
ors that "another big one~·
ld again strike the city of 14
ion.
llundreds of after shocks didn'.t
Ip, Almost all were too feeble
be felt but not to be imagined;
w I know what bell is like,"
· Nadia Ezz.eddin, a housewife
[:airo··s residential Zam_a lek
d.
In Jiopes of calming the public,
e official Cairo Radio and
vision broadcast a statement
Subbi Freiha. deputy directorof
e aovernment's Helwan Ob. atory.
"All the observatory's records indicate that the situationis
le," Freiba said. ''There is no
to warry." ·

Eastern freshman Ray Muccianti sees how many times he can kick a
hacky sack while practicing hacky sack skills with friends, Wednesday
afternoon on the Library Quad.

·u of I Hispanics raise
issue of police violence
CHAMPAIGN ~)>.),...,..With
minaritienittin
~

t:~ersity of. IUinoi~ C ancelldi

Morton Weir on Wednesday defended the school's treatment of
Hispanic students and said no
unusual force was used to oust
protesters from a campus building
last spring.
Testifying before a state Senate
subcommittee, Weir recounted bis
efforts to listen to the concerns of
Hispanics, who have demanded
that be recruit more Hispanic students and professors.
Students and profess0rs, however, tQld a different story, describing
the campus as a hostile place for
minorities and a police department
comfortable with "Gestapo tac-

. ·eetest ..
$~ . Day
Is Saturday, October 17m

tif~.;· ''This~ ~~sis-~~. and
racial 'i'tifoleraiiee,"''• !laid' Juliet
Walker,~~. tii-st blaek ~man· to be
promoted to full professor.
The subcommittee hearing was
held in response to the May 5
protest at the administration building, when more than 100 students,
most of them Hispanics, occupied
the first floor.
But the panel, led by Sen.
Miguel del Valle, D-Chicago, went
beyond the concerns of Hispanics,
welcoming opinions from blacks as
well as Native Americans.
Weir said the budget for La
Casa. the campus Hispanic cultural
center, bas been increased by
$30,000, and the group has been
given much autonomy.
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PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
PACKAGES. YOU CHOOSE.
DESIGN, TYPESTYLE AND
PAPER. PATTON PRINTING,
418
W.
LINCOLN,
CHARLESTON. 345-6331.

The Dally Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect Insertion. Report errors
Immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
In the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear In the
next day's publlcatlon. Any
ads processed AFTER Z
p.m. will be published In
the Following days newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled AFTER the 2 p .m.
deadline.
Classified ads must be
pai d I n advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising ~bmit
ted to The Daily Eastern
News Is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected , or canceled at any time.
The Dally Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason It becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

~--------12/11

CASH FOR GOLD-DIAMONDSGUNS-TV-VCRS-MOST ANYTHING OF VALUE. ALSO GLEASON'$ COMPUTER SHOP,
NEW AND USED COMPUTER
SYSTEMS, ACCESSORIES AND
SOFTWARE. BUY, SELL AND
TRADE. UPTOWN ON SQUARE,
WEST SIDE. 348-1011. PAWN
SHOP
=--------.-----12/1.1
T'S EXPERT KEYS. TYPING.
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
IN CHARLESTON. SAME DAY
SERVICE AVAILABLE. CALL
348-0627.
10/23
'"'H,..,alr,....,,.Sei'ViC9-,,--s-,...,.M..,..a-ry-t<'""'a-y-.,-Cosmetics availcibfe thru Qiil:I, Tarutlng,
The Golden Comb, 1205 3rd,
345-7530.
.

REPS WANTED. HEATWAVE
VACATIONS SP-RING BREAK .
THE BEST RATES AND
BIGGEST COMMISSIONS. FOR
INFORMATION, CALL 800-395WAVE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/26
OVERSEAS JOBS. $900-2000
MO . SUMMER, YR. ROUND,
ALL COUNTRIES, ALL FIELDS.
FREE INFO. WRITE IJC, PO BX
52-IL03, CORONA DEL MAR, CA
92625
10/21
-=s=T"'"'u=D=E"'""'N=T=s- o"""R,.--0,....R"""G"'"A-N IZATIONS. PROMOTE OUR FLORIDA SPRING BREAK PACKAGES. EARN MONEY AND
FREE TRIPS. ORGANIZi
SMALL OR LARGE GROUPS.
CALL CAMPUS MARKETING.
800.-423-5264

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OrnRED
TRAVEL

TllAINING/ScHOOLS
Hur WANTED ·

WANTID

AoornON
RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMATES

FOR RENT
FOR SAU
LOST &... FOUND

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ tOJ19

ANNOUNCEMENl'S

The

Wanted: Friends, Clubs, Teams,
Roommates, Organizations,
Greeks, and Anyone Else for
Warbler Group Pictures. Call
Cathy Myers at 581-2812
_ _ _caS/15,21,29, 10/13-1'6,
One mate- student to share a
house with four students, two
blocks from EIU campus. $165.00
plus utilities. 217-844-2059
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
Wanted: Chem-1300 Tutor. Pay
By The Hour. Call 581-2237

CLASSIFIED

ADOPTION: Loving couple
unable to have baby wants to
give infant all advantages of a
loving, financially secure home.
We'll pay expenses. ·Legal, confidential. Call collect (717) 5692944.

Mini storage for rent by the
month. Apartment Rentals 820
Lincoln St. phone 348-7746.

=---------~-12111

Old Towne Apartment. Furnished,
water, cable .included. Available
ASAP. One bedroom for 1-2 people; 345-1045 or 345-6533
.,--,_,......___~_ _ _ 10/19
2 Bedroom Town Houa• at
Youngstown, $400 monthly for
school year. Call 345-2363.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/19
2-BR APT AVAILABLE. Furnished, Heat included, Pool.
SPRING 1993. Call 348-1278

-------~·10/27

ACROSS
1 Not nude
s Historic sewer

Name: -----~------------Address: ----------,,..---~__,,.....,..._,.........,..,.

D

KORG AS GUITAR EFFECTS
PROCESSOR,
PROGRAMMABLE. COMP, DIST/ OVERDRIVE, EQ, CHORUS/ FLANGER,
REVERB/DELAY. TRAVEL CASE.
$250. PH #: 536-6625
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/23
For sale '85 Dodge ColVcreme
cheap transportation-Good Condition I $1200. obo 348-7864
Christa.
_ _ ___,_ _ _ _ _ 12111
4 bedside cabinets $10.00 each.
Call Jeff at 345-3866.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111

ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP. 2
BRM APT, OWN ROOM. CLEAN.
NONSMOKER. $137.50 PER
MO. CALL EVAN 348-8516
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _10/16

Ao FORM

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _.Students D Yes

Microwave OV9lll for rent $59 for
9 months plus $10 deposit. Apart·
ment Rentals 820 Lincoln St.
phone 348-7746.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10tt5

Eastern News

oaily

Costumes for Rent-1 OO's of complete, custom costumes. Broad~
way Bazaar, 1406 112 Broadway,
Mattoon
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21

No

Dates to r u n - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

9 What
Yarborough
holders do

PLEASE NOTE~ CafTIPU$-dipS~ runlree of charge one day o
any event. All CfiPs should be submitted to The Daily Eastern
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Exa
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Saturdi!Y
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be publis
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or con
conflicting information wm not be run.

................1!1119-- ·•
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33 Bock kin
34 Firefighters'
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44 Small units of
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weight
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19 School Orwell
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20 Not off the rack
U. of Nevada
23 Aurora, to
49 Smocks
Aristotle
52 Tabard or
24 Minor minor
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25 Singer McEntire M Sky sightings
n Salt Lake City 57 Unite
athlete
sa Uproar
27 Put a bid in
S9 Corny

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - -

.

Expiration Code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

eo,.,...,, _____

Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _

no. words/days._
· _ _ _...___,Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
Payment:

D

Cash

OCheck

D

Credit

Check n u m b e r - - - - -

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid 10 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each conseartive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
•
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

News

Designing

Ent. Tonight

Jeffersons

Delta
Room for two

Superbouts

Murder She,

Movie:

Rhythm and Blues Street S10r1es

Wrote

The Graduate

Cheers

ABC News Special

Pool

Movie:

Different World

Top Cops
AngelS~t

S.C.E.C. Kim Howrey will be doing a· presentation about learning
abilities Thursday at 6 p.m.
HISPANIC STUDENT UNION Meeting Thursday at 7 p.m. in
Greenup Room of the Union. Will be nominating chairpeople for
mittees all members are encouraged to attend and new members
welcome. Executives will meet at 6 p.m. to discuss committees.
WESLEY FOUNDATION Bible studies at 6:30 and 7:30 p.m. E
is welcome to participate. "Know What Yo11 Believe," will be hekt
7:30 p.m. For more info call 348-8191.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Will meet for lunch In the Union McDon
Thursday at 11 :30 a.m.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS Volleyball managers meeting is Thu
at 6 p.m. in the Lantz Club Room.
OMEGA PSI PHI Omega tuck-ins's begin Thursday at 10:30 p.m.
,
more info call 348-8363.
OASIS Oasis will meet for lunch in the Panther Lair at McDon
today from noon until 1 p.m. Any and all adult students ·are welcomt
join us for this informal social meeting.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Newman Center reconciliation
3:30 to 4:30 at the Newman Chapel.
PHI GAMMA NU Will have a speaker at 6 p.m. in Coleman Hall
Professional attire required. Bring money for Barndance.
UNIVERSITY BOARD Performing Arts will host jazz pianist G
maurer at 8 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom.
A.C.E.I. Speakers Sally Uphoff. and Mary Nan Zill)mer with talk on
risk students Thursday at 7 p.m. ·
PHI BETA SIGMA Will have an informational meeting T)lursday at 7:
p.m. at the Black House.
l;IONORARY ORDER OF OMEGA Meeting is Thursday at 7:30 p.m,
the Oakland Room of the Union.
R.O.T.C. will be conducting individual movement technics trainl119
ing lab at 3 p.m. at Lantz Field.
SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCED MANAGEMENT will have a gu
speaker Thursday at 7 p.m. in Lumpkin 017.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP Steve Rigdon will •
on how to proclaim and live the Gospel of Christ at 7 p .m. in
Charleston/Mattoon Room of the Union .
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION Come find out about the "Food, Fell
ship and Fun" we are planning for next week. Meeting is Thursday at
p.m. in the Neoga Room of the Union.
MATH CLUB will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. in Old Main Room 215.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP Praise and worship service is
10:30 a.m. Prayer at 9:30 come early for donuts and juice. Bible st
is at 7 p.m. For more info call 345-6990.
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LOST: MALE, BASSET MIX. TAN
AND WHITE. LOST TAGS.
PLEASE CALL 345-6539 OR
348-1626.

....._~--.--=-:=-.12/11
eo & speakers-$60. b·ball

ERIN PHILLIPS-I am so proud to
have you as my "real" sister! You
are a great Alpha Garn pleclgel I
love you I Jenny
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/15
All MUSLIM students/faculty are
requested to join Jummua Prayer
·at 12:15 pm every Friday In the
Afro-American cultural canter on
7th Street behind Old Main.
10/16
KATHIE MILLER: Congratut11·
lions on being elected History
Club treasurer! Phi Sig love, Your
sisters

ackboard-$30. Over-under
Warbler Group Pictures will be
taken Nov. 1-7. For Appointments
her/dryer-$75. 1oa-2p. 345·
or details call Cathy Myers at
6
561-2812.
12111.
~p=1-=F=B,.,..11""'u,....,.s=-.-=s=-=E"'"'tz=ED 89
- - -·ca9/15,21,29, 10/13·16,
Get the gang together! Warbler
CEDES, $200; 86 VW, $50;
Group Pictures Nov. 1-7 in Union
MERCEDES, $100; 65 MUS-=-~~--.,.,...,..-10/15
NG, $50. FREE lnformation-24 Bookstore Lobby. Call Cathy HEY SIGMA NU'S, KEEP
THOSE SPIRITS UP AND LETS
ur Hotline. 801-379-2929 Myers 561-2812
_ _ _ca9/15,21,29, 10/13-16,
ROCK DURING THE GAME·
yright #IL 14KJC
Schwinn Bicycles New, Used.
BALLRUNI
~~,...,....,,..--,--.-.,..-,11/24
ENS' blk leather jacket sz
Oakley's Mattoon. Many dis------.,...---10/15
Kristin Zozaski, Hi sweetie! I can't
counted pried&• fast service.
50; wmns blue Jean facket sz
Tuesday-Saturday 8-5 234-7637
wait until next week. You're awe15. 348-8545
10/26
some. Guess who??
12/11
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/15
~H..,..A~LL-o~w-E=E~N---=c~o~s=TuME
~o-n...,,1G=-o-r-e....,&=--=c:-a-ro7t"':'i:-seley
RENTAL! Huge Adult Selection •
Tlr&d of not hearing new dance
un Tee-shirts for $10.00 & up.
Very Reasonable Rates. Be
music in Charleston? Join the
30
Dance/Techno Monthly Tape
11/4
smart! Reserve Early • Call 345!-s=N,.,.A"""K""'E=--=R:-e-:d--::T~a-::il""'B,,....oa & . 2617
Club. Call Tom for Information
345-4323.
'
10/29
on. Best Offer. Will Deliver:
-=-s"'"w=E=E=T=E=s=T-:D=-A"'"'Y-:-16,....,c=-=T=o BE R
-7-5318Jay.
=----.....--~-10/20
17TH. FOR THAT SOMEONE
To the boys In CABANA 258:
12111
~s::-u_z_u.,..kl:-:::G""s=-=1-=o~oo=-l:- Very
thanks for a most memorable day
SPECIAL, GET A BALLOON
BOUQUET WITH CANDY AND
and night at homecoming! Dave
d Condition, $1300 OBO.
THE WORKS FOR ONLY $10.95
you are way too sexy for that
581-3596
AT TOKENS. DELIVERED FRIchair! Love Sandles and
,---:,..---:-:---::----:,-,:-12/11
rmals - Various styles and
DAY OR SATURDAY. 345-4600.
McQueen
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/15
..,....._ _ _ _ _ _ _10/16
s, Sizes 9 -14 $50 or best
THALIA WETZEL: Every day
Jamaican Tan: -10 tanning ses.348-0189.
should be your birthday (and
sions $23.00. 20 tanning ses12111
::-Y:-:-a,-m,-a"""h-a-;M:-:-ax.,.-,-im_a_·-;-400=-·, loW
sions, $42.00. Check out our new maybe it will) You are super and
, good shape. $500 OBO. t·shlrts and our group t-shtrt we in Student Activities appreciate youl Love, Sybil, Eunice,
prices. 4-9, M·F 348-0357.
76
Norma-Belle, Dave, Kristie and
.--:-=---:--:-::---=-==-=-12/11
--------10120
s 10 spd. bike $65;' Pr. tec:h· EARN $2000 + FREE SPRING Paul
BREAK TRIPS! North America's
120w spkrs, $60; Wght lftg.
- - -'---- - - - 1 0 / 1 5
#1 Student Tour Operator seekTracy, Hope you have an awe~. $50. Ph. 345-6716
Iv
;.. 1Ol15. ing motivated students, organiza- some 20th B-Day, drink one for
JNDA INTERdEP'rOR tici119, fraternities and sororities as ., mel ASA love, Leslie
' 5 INCLUDES ACCES·
campus representatives promot-=---....,.....,----.-10/15
!S. MUST SEEi $1,600. ing Cancun, or Daytona Beach! Order of Omega: ITMH!ting tonight
at 7:30 in the Oakland Room.
~ALL 348-1953
Call 1-eoo-365-4654
10/27 . Don't forgetl
.
1?.JU
...,..Jeff....,.,....,W1-==11s,..._=Th""'"anks~-co-<:o--..-ch..,...alr tor
=-s=-A""'L-=E,...:s=eg-a~Genesis $13~.
--------10/15
JILL KESMAN Happy 21st Birth·
everything! We love our stress
punkt Pull out car stereo
dayl You're legal, let's celebrate!
relieverll Love Steph and Jen
1me $125.oo 348-0485 .
Lotllr,"8189J
n.
_,._ w- .• _,_.,.__
~------=-=10/15

S

.. 1,:n1

SALE: 2 TANNING
D'S....
IMAL HOURS-PRICE NEGOLE-CALL 348-0176
10/16
7-,s-;-1=-2-speed-...-Sekal=-=--:-:-bk:ycl:--e, 25
h frame, $90-. Pair Sony
ers, 1OOW, $75 OBO. 348·

,.,.._.,-::--..,--,--~10f16
's 1o speed mountain bike.
ght New in June. Good
. Only
$75.
348-0466.
__
__
_Call
__
_1Wt6

NOEL'tE~rD1"'11te""RODEO
Jhl~ weekend for barn dance.

Li>v"lthe.BlG HICK
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/15
KELLIE ·CUTLER I Congratulations on Pike Dream Girt AGAIN.
Your ALPHA GAM sisters are
very proud of you.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/15

_ __

~

It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your

D"'"AN..,.-:""Thanka=---..,..,or-.the-rose--and the
dance Sat. I had a great tlmel
LUV-STEPH
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/15Congratulattons SARA CROWE
on getting pinned to DAMON
PIPER of DELTA TAU DELTAll
We are very happy for youll Love,
Your Trt-Sigma sisters

-----=---.-1~15

The
Daily

for Saturday! We're gonna have a
blast! Sigma Love, Wendy and
Kristin

:-...,---,-,---=-=-~-10/15
To the Men of Sigma Nu I would
like to thank you for al~ your help
and support this year in making
the_Gameball Run a Success!

--

Bro. WIM--

~...,.-

-

Classifieds can work for you; Cal . ·
561-2812,

Eastern Ne~s

Subscription Form
Name: .

-

-·

Address:
City;

.

-

..

Zip~

State:

.. '

Phone:
Renew: ___
_

New:

Date:

LENGTH OF SUBSCRIPTION:
Summer _ _FaU _ _Spring _ _Full Year

~.,.-==-:=-:-=""'7-.,,...-:---:-10/1 S

""="--=--,,,...,..---:::--=-~10/23
Mike G. and Eric C.·Get psyched

SIG KAP$ and DATES: Get
ready for Friday night, Barndance
is going to be a blast!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _t0/15

of Luck this Gameball Run and
remember: "Don't Drop the
Balll"

---~----10/19

JILL KESMAN: 21 years. 26
envelopes, and 2 good friends
who wish you a very happy birthday.LOVE-Sarah and Nikki
.
10/15
EMERGENCY! NEEDED SUB·
LEASER(S) 4 SP. '93, PLEASE
HELPll 160 mo+ util, Unlv. Court,
Call Jlm/Tracy.-561 -8007 (ma.)

dadI
~,,.....,~=-=---~=.,,.10/15

--~-----10/15
To the Men of Sigma Nu: Best

Homecoming Deposit checks
may be picked up in Rm 201
Union between 8-12/1-4:30 p.m.
To the AWESOME SIG EPS in
Lancaster #23, thanks for a DELI·
CIOUS breakfast and a GREAT
time on Saturday! We love .you
guysll Love, the Turtles
:..,--------10/15
Tri Sigma New Members: You
guys are doing a W_O NDERFUL
job pledging. Keep smiling, we
love all of youl Sigma lov11.
Pledge assistants
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/15
KRISTI KALLAS: Roses are red,
VIOLETS are blue, you better
behave because you mom's
watching you I

MICHELLE KUNKLE OF ALPHA
PHl-Yeu're the best kid-we're so >
proud of you! Love your morn and

HEY EIU come help kick off the
Sigma Nu Make-A-Wish 1992
Gameball Run a success, and
wish our runners good luck. The
fun starts at 7 a.m. sharp in
Greek Court on Oct. 15

$16

$32

$32

$60

Cash

Cl)eck - -

I

Amount Paid $
Make checks payable to:

Student Publications
127 Buzzard Building
Eastern lmnois University
Charleston, IL 61920
CHANGE OF ADDRESS:
Name:
Address:
City~

State:

Zip:

Phone:

10/16

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

~~~I't>UKE

TO St:t 100 TRY IT.'

KRISTA BEDINGER·You are an
awesome grandchlldl Keep up
the good workl Alpha Garn love,
Jenny Ph!ll,iP.s

'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'

Kim Danielewicz-Thank you for
your hard wort< and the great job
you did with Homecoming! You
made all of us at UB proud!
Thanks Brad and Shannon
10/15

,. ',I .

Doonesbury
MR.FEIVT,175 8f£N R£l!1{TlI)

~y 'THllT 'l(Jj 7l?Jffl? 1)/JfS·

(J!B)f7" lQ'.R ~JSt&(

Fwa IJFCIJ{JS6, AS '>WIUfIT,
">WIDl'T' THINK "!HlfTI'/1t.5r
MY ~MN/rfA Jlilt/."

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
SIR, C:O
lWTHINK...

I

CLASSIFIED AD

for 1 day- for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
E 1 FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVIDUAL WHO WISHES TO llL.L AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3
S). ALL ITBIS MUST BE PRICED •

the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN.
A LOO~
l!WllC.I< FELL

~A ~OOF

TOP, STRJKIN6
you~ HEAP. we
C.A~~1Et7 YOU
IN~IPE.

Under Classification of: FOR SALE Person accepting ad _ _ __
· tion code {office use only>----~------_ _ _ _ _ _ _Amoonl due:$ _ _ _ __
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Laettner signs with T'wolVes
MINNEAPOLIS (Af>) - Th~
Minnesota Timberwolves on
Wednesday signed top draft
choice Christian Laettner to a
six-year, $21.6 million contract.
Ed Tiryakian, one of
Laettner 's agents, said his client
will make $2.1 million as a rookie. with the salary increasing
annually.
He'll make $5 million in the
contract's final year. All money
is guaranteed
The $3,6 million average
1 makes J.,a~ttner the highest-paid
player in team history.
The 6-foot- l l forward, who
led .D uke to national titles in
1991 and 1992, fills out a
Timberwolves roster that is
almost entirely different from the
one they started with last season.
Laettner will travel with the
Wolves to Grand Forks, N.D.,
for Thursday night's exhibition
opener against the New Jersey
Nets.
Laettner was the third-overall
·pick in the draft.
Laettner becomes the third of
this year's top eight NBA draft
choices with contracts-.--No. l
Shaquille O'Neal agreed to a
seven-year, $40 million deal with
Orlando in August, and No. 5
I LaPhonso Ellis signed a fiveyear contract for $13 million
with Denver last week.
"We're real pleased we were
1

Today at

c./\iarty's
Hoagy steak w/fries $249
All bottles only $1
Tonite: smothered fries $1
(crispy french fries w I
cheese, sour cream & bacon)

I

able to conduct the negoti11tions
at this level," team president
Bob · Stein said before
Wednesday's news conference.
"He comes in feeling good,
we 're feeling good, and the people around him are feeling good.
Everything is very positive."
The Timberwolves, who
began workouts last Friday,
wrapped up the first part of their
training camp on Wednesday at
St. Cloud State.
They then return to
Minneapolis before leaving for
Thursday night's game.

tive contests i.n cluding two in
league play. The Flames are the
17 points on five goals and a only other undefeated team in
league-high seven assists. This the conference at 2-0.
past weekend . he scored a goal
Last year's leading seorer,
and had two assists despite suf- Mike Rigas,' has been silent latefering a broken nose in the first ly but still has seven goals and
of two games.
an assist. But sophomore
Davidson is tied for s~co~d in · Hercules Anastasakis has helped
the league with seven goals. pick up the slack offensively
Added with one assist he is in with five goais and four as$ists,
third place in total scor.ing with good for fifth in league scoring.
15 points. He has caught fire as
Anastasakis was named
of late, -,coring four goals in Rawlings/Mid-Con Soccer
Eastern 's last four games.
Athlete of the Week. The
•After losing its fi!St six Ontario, Canada, native scored a
games of the season, Illinois- hat trick and added an assist in
Chicago has Won four consecu- the Flames' 4-1 win over

La.euner mis. d the firs.t five
-days of two-a-day practices.
Wolves coach Jimmy Rodgers
said he was not sure whether the
rookie power forward would
play in the team's first two exhibition games.
"I don't know what his physical condition is, and he doesn't
have one idea yet what we 're
doing," Rogers said. "I think
Christian is a smart basketball
player. I've seen some guys step
right in. I don't think we're too
far into this."

DePaul and has scored at least
one point in three of UIC's last
four games.
•Struggling Northern Ininoil
University ended a fjve-ga~
losing streak last Tuesday with a
2-1 win over 1991 NCAA qualifier Wisconsin-Madison. The
Huskies are now 2-8-1 overall
and 0-3 in the Mid-Con after
being picked to finish second in
the preseason coaches poll.
- Compiled by Ryan Giusti

:

IMPc)i{{·oRAn
DAY
All Imports Drafts

51.50

Whatney's Red Barrell
Guinness, Harp and
Double Diamond Ale

Kitchen Hours
Mon.-Sat. t t a.m-9p;m.
•

Bar Hours

i-....

t ta.m. - ta.m. ._,

Advertise in the
Classified Ads
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( MEDIUM (14•))
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SAUSAGE & CHEESE
PIZZA...TO GO!
Now at Monical's, get a Med. (14")
Thin Crust Sausage & Cheese 1-'izza...

Just

$5.95 ~T_u

$7.45 with a Large (16•) Pizza

Good 7 QeylftYeek with
CsiTy-Out/Dellvery thru 11/1/92.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Additional toppings @
regular charge.

Charleston
· 90918th Street

348-7515

Present this coupon when picking up order.

••••••••••••••••••••••

·::*:

$6.95

0

Alt~rnative

:::::

BOz. Choice
Charbrolled Sirloin,
Homemade Fries, Slaw

I

I
f.~ House & Techno Mixes
y q~,S ey Chicago o.J. Tucker
y lj t .
$2.@ Pitchers
!
S ~~~
~~tn~e~ks
----------~-----------.
-----~-. ,. ________Q______.,
!
· rri.
:
}'· Sat · ··
I Club Night
i Rock-n-Roll
From
Rock & :
ChampMnnLlght Show By
:
...... · •
I Kevin
.Kramer:Dead Reckoning
I ~~~~~ ..... ~~~~~
••••••••••••••••••••••
'~·

*From page 12

STEAK NIGHf

RAVE PARTY

Q B•

Mid-Con soccer

THURSDAY

~~~~~~~~~~......-.
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ase and point

WIU

nior setter Casey propels Eastern,. spikers
aving success that no one
imagine at the beginning
e season, the Eastern volII squad has moved itself
a position to battle for the
ontinent Conference title.
itters Kim Traub, Susie
and Beth Foster generally
the headlines with strong
g and scoring numbers, but
al key to the team may be
g behind the limelight in
setter Shannon Casey.
rs are the unsung heroes
game, playing the roll of
leader and offensive direchey set the tempo of the
and get the ball where the
ine-grabbing scorers need
be; yet they do all of this
out receiving any of the
'ety.
I have a bad night, then
earn tends to have a bad
t," said Casey. "If I'm off,

Alterations
&
Repairs

d's Cleaners

;

,,

"'

Shannon Casey
then the hitters don't get the ball
where it needs to be, and the
team tends to play flat. If the
team is going to be successful,
the setter needs to be on every
night."
Casey has been getting

stronger as the season has gone
on, now totally recovered from
a sprained ankle that·caused her
problems through much of the
early season. That has led her to
see more and more court time in
the position she shares )V-ith fellow setter Amy Van Eekeren.
"Amy and I try to help each
other out with our games every
once in a while, and we want to
help the other to be successful
when they're out on the floor,"
said Casey. ''There's not a lot of
difference between the way
either of us play, which helps
the team because there is a measure of consistency in what they
expect from us.
"Personally, I prefer a quick
game when I'm out on the floor,
and like to run quick sets and
other fast moving plays like that
... keeping us pumped up and
the other team off balance."
As with the rest of the squad,
Casey is getting ready for
Friday evening's contest with

Northern Illinois in DeKalb.
With Eastern at 7-1 in the MidCon, and the Huskies at 8-0, the
game will be crucial in both
team's hopes to top the standings at the end of the regular
season.
"Everybody has to have their
best game of the year and we
ha:ve to play smart all the time,"
said Casey. "Northern is probably more physical than we are,
but if we can play smart, move
the ball and find the holes, I
really think we can beat them.
"Realistically, I think we will
come out with second place in
the conference and Northern
will finish first. I think we'll
make the conference (tournament) finals and probably face
Northern again. Even if they
win that, we should still move
on to a post-season tournament.
Right now, a tournament is my
goal for the season."

t From page 12
downs. Bush averages 38.3
yards per game and has
caught one touchdown pass.
The Leatherneck running
game is steadily improving.
Freshman halfback Kendall
McDonald, who .has only two
starts under his belt, is coming off a 156-yard rushing
game in which he scored two
touchdowns.
'
"McDonald is starting to
come into his own," Spoo
said. "He's not big, but he is
very explosive, very quick,
fast and has good balance.
With each start he is getting
better."
The Leathernecks may be
without their backbone on the
defensive side of the ball. Ken
McMillan, a preseason All- 1
Gateway, led Western in tackles last season with 46 unassisted and 124 total. He was
suspended indefinitely, but his
status is still uncertain .
Last season, Western
Illinois
beat Eastern 16-15 in
\
the closing minutes of the
game at O'Brien Stadium.

LARGE PIZZA
& 32 oz. PEPSI

'I

S. 4th St.Curve
Tapering Waists
Lengths zippers

llis Combs
mstress 345-4546

$_ 99

Out

+TAX

(CHEESE)

ALL DAY EVERY TUESDAY

PLUS
2 FREE PEPSl'S:

MEDIUM PIZZA

Your
Friends

WITH CHEESE & REGULAR CRUST

SNEAKERS (PG13) 7:00

NIVERSITY
THEATRE
Presents
~CTOF~

,~ ~-\N-1Jfe,~"\.
~:q,.

if~~~

-CllCUI-~

8 pm Oct 15-17,
22-24
2 pm Oct 18, 25

$499 jr~'lll
with Gaulish Greetings
1:9~
+TAX

•

, EVERY DAY, JUST ASK
3 FREE PEPSl'S:

LARGE PIZZA
WITH CHEESE

IHI
$699
mm
+TAX

~
~

Adults $6
Senior Citizens $5
Children $5
EIU Students $3
Call (217) 581-3110

•

for Reservations

The Daily Eastern News

Halloween Boo!
Thurs. Oct. 29th
Deadline: Monday Oct.26 2:00 p.m.
15 words and your choice of
artwork for $41lil (each additional word ·1se)
Name: ______________________________

~

EVERY DAY, JUST ASK·~:·

in the studio
udna Fine Arts Center

1n

Address: ------------------------------------------------------Message: _______________________________

ALL OFFERS, JUST ASK!
Offer good at listed location only. No limit on pizzas. Not;Valid with any
other offer. Must mention offer when ordering.

348-1626 I
CHARLESTON

B.

c.

3-run ninth lifts Braves to Serie
Cabrera's hit beats Pirates, sets up showdown with Jay
ATLANTA (AP) - A heart-stopping, ninth-inning comeback ended with another World Series for the Atlanta
Braves and another fall failure for the Pittsburgh Pirates.
The Braves, in a wild rally that ended with a play at the
plate, beat the Pirates 3-2 Wednesday night to reach the
World Series for the second straight year. The stunning
loss gave Pittsburgh its third straight postseason failure.
And this was the most painful of all.
The Pirates were three outs away from their first World
Series since 1979, but Doug Drabek, who pitched out of a
bases-loaded jam in the sixth and stranded two runners in
the seventh, didn't have one more escape act in him.
Terry Pendleton, only 1 for 21 in the series left-handed,
doubled to right field. Drabek, pitching on three days' rest
for only the second time in four years, was wearing down
and so was the Pirates' defense.
David Justice hit a routine grounder, but ·second baseman Jose Lind, who made only six errors all season, booted the ball and two were on. The crowd, almost resigned to

defeat a few minutes earlier, was standing and chopping.
Sid Bream, the former Pirate, walked and Drabek, his
control gone, was finished and the Pirates were forced to
go to a bullpen that had been ineffective all.year.
Pirates manager Jim Leyland went to Stan Belinda, who
led the team with 18 saves but had lost his job as a closer
late in the season and had just three saves in the second
half of the season.
Belinda quickly showed why.
Ron Gant almost won it with a drive to left that Barry
Bonds caught two feet in front of the wall, scoring
Pendleton and making it 2-1.
Then Damon .Berryhill walked and the bases were loaded again. The Pirates were an out away when pinch-hitter
arian Hunter popped out and Braves manager Bobby Cox,
his bench almost exhausted, sent up Francisco Cabrera.
~ Cabrera lined a shot between third and shortstop to ·
score Justice and Bream barely beat Bonds' desperation
throw to the plate that was well off-line.

Blue Jays 9, A's 2
TORONTO (AP) - At last, a real World Series.
The Toronto Blue Jays finally learned how to
October and took the World Series out of the United
for the first time by beating Oakland 9-2 Wednes
win the AL playoffs ..
Beneath hundreds of red maple leafs, Juan Guz
what Jack Morris and David Cone could not do,
on three days' rest, to wrap up Game 6. Joe Ca
Candy Maldonado made Guzman's second victory
series easier with home runs that put Toronto ahe
after three innings.
Roberto Alomar, who turned things around with a
tying homer off Dennis Eckersley in Game 4 - one
Blue Jays' playoff-record 10 - capped the series off
an RBI-single in the eighth. He was 11 for 26 in the
tying the record for hits in an AL playoff.

Davidson,
Agyeman
among top
scorers
With the Mid-Continent
Conference soccer season about
halfway over, Wisconsin-Green
Bay appears to be the team to
beat.

Mid-Con soccer
The Phoenix, under first year
coach Dave Poggi, have raced
out to an 11-1-1 record overall
and a perfect 3-0 mark in the
Mid-Con. The first-place Phoenix
have also started to receive votes
in the national rankings but have
not broken into the top 25. They
are ranked third in the Great
Lakes Region, their highest ranking ever.
Green Bay has found a successful formula in a pair of young
goalkeepers. Sophomore Paul
Schmidt and freshman Michael
Demchenko have split time in the
net this year and have come up
big. The two have combined for
10 shutouts and no team has
scored on them since Sept. 12.
Schmidt is currently ranked
No. 1 in the Mid-Con with a dazzling 0.37 goals against average
and has seven shutouts in eight
games. Demchenko, a standout
goalie from Arlington Heights,
has pla~ed in six games and owns
a 0.91 gaa with three shutouts.
Daren Moore provides the
offensive spark for the Phoenix,
leading the Mid-Con with eight
goals. He is tied for first in total
points with 17. Midfielders Mark
Lichfield and Mark Schlenker are
also among the league leaders
with 11 points and 10 points
respectively.
Other soccer notes in the MidContinent Conference this week:
•Eastern has two of the top
three scorers in the conference in
sophomore forward
Paul
Agyeman and senior forward Jim
Davidson. Agyeman is tied for
first with Green Bay's Moore at
('

*Continued on page JO
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Eastern defensive backs like Shavez Hawkins (left) will have their hands full again Saturday when Eastern visits Macomb to take
Leathernecks of Western lllinois, who boast the Gateway Football Conference's top passing attack.

WIU pass attack leads Gatewa
By KEITH FARROLL
Associate sports editor

Last season, Western Illinois proved to be
a team that could hold its own when it went
to the Division I-AA football playoffs. The
Leathernecks were one of two Gateway
Football Conference programs to play in the
postseason.
This season, third-year head coach Randy
Ball is hoping that. his team can gain that
form again. The Leathernec_ks next test
comes at 2 p.m. Saturday when they play
host to Eastern.
So far, Western is 3-3 overall with a 1-1
Gateway mark. The Leathernecks are coming off a 50-42 win over the Southern
Illinois Salukis. Western 's only conference

'loss was to No. 17 Southwest Missouri
State 16-13.
It is no secret that Western Illinois has an
explosive offense. It is second in the
Gateway in total offense, averaging 368.67
yards per game and 28.7 points per contest.
The key reason for the offensive spark is
the Leatherneck aerial attack. Western
Illinois stands on top of the conference in
passing offense and is led by senior quarterback Donny Simmons.
"As far as completion percentage, he is
the No. 1 guy in the conference," said
Eastern head coach Bob Spoo. "He's an
accurate guy; if you give him more time,
then he is very accurate."
On the season, Simmons is averaging 218
yards per game through the air while con-

necting on 14 touchdown passes. His
ing game would not be complete if it w
for three of his receivers being in the to
in the conference.
"They have excellent receivers," S
said. "Three of their four receivers
the top 10 in the conference and if
doesn't tell you something ... They are
capable."
Seniors Steve Decker, Demeris Joh
and Jeff Bush are the key target
Simmons. Decker averages more tha
yards per game receiving and 4.17 ea
per game. He has a conference-high e
receiving touchdowns. Johnson average
yards per game and four catches. He
been on the receiving end of four touch
t Continued on page 11

